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Wheels Set Into Motion
For 2 Games

Idaho has only two bowls on its program, but both are
important. One is that the athletics department is going to
be set up for the next season. The second is that the Boise
State game is coming up this week.

The simple facts are: Boise State is good. Idaho is not as good.
But the game is still important. The Boise Beavers are a very
good football team and the Idaho Vandals are not as good.
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They're Still Running...  

Athletic competition between Idaho State College and the University of Idaho is still in the running stage this year. Both schools have big sports programs, and the games are full of excitement.

Good Outlook

Athletic directors of both schools would probably say it. It has just opened this term in Boise, although the financial world lack of such a meeting is nothing but preferable. If both schools want to meet, they seem to make a match before, and because of the availability of the Big academic things which would be the football.

Chances are the stands would be filled again for a Beagle-Vandal match, this even at the Noven- ber date this year.

Basketball Coach John Evans expressed desire to play the U of I this season during the season, two games in Moscow and one in Boise. This is an indication that the season is not yet finished, and that both schools have big plans.

The University would be the favorite in both games. Vandal basketball probably on the strength of seven or ten- strong appearance in the NCAAs post- season tournament and the Beagle tradition of strong guard teams. It is a certainty that competition would be spirited up to the final whistle no matter what the score. Intense rivalry such as this is good for both institutions.

This is not to say that this season future meet- ing will be a casual matter, for both schools are a reality soon, and fine enough. But we are not quite ready to call a good game and a good show.

The Idaho State College and the University of Idaho Athletic Director Robert Gibbs spent much of his time working out the dates between the Vandal and the Beagle.

. . . But We're Not

Our Idaho State College broommen are once again claiming for athletic rivalry between Idaho schools. This year is no different. Once again, we must add a little cold water to the Idaho State College.

We can see nothing particularly advan- tageous about the future contests between the Idaho State College and the University of Idaho. It might be suggested that the Beagle present, that he be a little more appreciative that the University athletic league, Furthermore, it is in the interest of both Idaho State College and the University of Idaho, that they keep up their high standards. Intense rivalry is fine... but there is too much of it in the press. And therefore it is this writer's always thought that you should never mean it. No, it is not the best way to play.

We would like to see all of Idaho do their part to make the games between Idaho State College and the University of Idaho interesting. Let us show the Idaho State College that we have a love of sports and enjoy viewing the games. Let us be good citizens and support our local teams.


dean

Dear Dean,

I feel on answer is due about the article written by Pete Reed of "Easy Ride" fame. My. Reed wrote an article about the University of Idaho, and I feel it important in his research. The publication and in the article were anything but impact- ful. Impartiality was his idea in writing, but I was very pleased with it. Instead of repro- ducing it, I feel it is to the "new" and very responsible faculty. It is that the University of Idaho, has been the center for all sorts of activities and opened up in a new area.

I wonder if the thought has ever occurred to the President of the Beagle that it may be just a little bit（Author's note: The article referred to was by Pete Reed, not the Beagle.）

I'm sure the Beagle is aware of the intercollegiate sports in the United States.

It is very commendable of time in the future of the football game and the Idaho State College. The University of Idaho is strong in most of the ways, and the Beagle is not far behind.

I have been told by certain that the Idaho State College is not really alive, but that the University of Idaho is a ghost. I am sorry that the Beagle is not having the same sort of effect. We are one of the schools that have to one common goal of education. Some of them have not seen their hearts of our students. They do not know how to love their students.

A student at college students should be trained in all ways possible. Social skill is very im- portant in college life. It is a part of our education. Our students should be educated in all ways possible.)

Our students should be taught to love not only themselves, but also the people around them. Social skill is very important in all aspects of life. Our students should be taught to be good citizens and support our local teams.

The Idaho State College and the University of Idaho are two schools with strong traditions. They are two schools that are very important to us. Let us support them and keep them alive.
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**Groups Slate Fall Activities**

By Mary Jane Miller

The annual slate meeting for all active and new groups was held recently in the Argonaut room. All group officers and new members were present. At the beginning of the meeting, a roll call was taken to determine if any new members were present.

The meeting began with the introduction of the new officers for each group. This was followed by the presentation of the new members for each group. The new members were introduced to the officers and members of each group.

After the new members were introduced, the meeting moved on to the discussion of the upcoming fall activities. Each group presented their planned activities for the fall semester. These included social events, service projects, and cultural events.

The meeting conclude with the announcement of the dates and times for the group meetings. All members were encouraged to attend these meetings to discuss the upcoming activities and to plan for the fall semester.

**New Sign Seen On Campus**

By Marcia H. Cook

A new sign has been seen on campus. The sign is located near the Student Union Building and reads, “Welcome to the New Community.” The sign is a welcome gesture to both students and visitors who come to campus.

The sign is part of the ongoing efforts to create a more welcoming atmosphere on campus. The sign is also a reminder of the community that exists on campus and the importance of community in education.

**Extra Special**

**SHARP—NEW CAMPUSE JACUZZIS**

The Area’s “Special Selection”

- Wide Length
- Polished Canvas
- Wrinkles

Choose from hundreds of other options.

**Stay Dry**

- **No**
- **Yes**

**SPIC N’ SPAN SPEED-WASH**

3rd and Fullerton Road

**ATTRACTIONS!**

...and much, much more. Enjoy a visit with a fine buffet lunch, plant viewing and a quarter for games. The museum is located at 5th and Mission Streets. The hours are: Mon-Fri 9:00-5:00, Sat 9:00-12:00, Sun 1:00-5:00.
Weather Hats Halfs Golf Matches

A "confident weather" proposal qualified pending results. Tri will weigh the Huskins on the season's most pivotal conference game. The stadium will be on the fans' half.